
Ship	  of	  State	  (Part	  1) 
 
 
 

 
“…Weep your tears / 
Into the channel,  
till the lowest stream /  
Do kiss the most exalted 
shore of all.”  
W. Shakespeare, 
Julius Caesar. 
 
“It is no accident  
that those who die  
are said to have passed  
since those who have  
PASSED are PAST.”  
Sun Ra,  
“The Dead Past,”  
from liner notes, Atlantis. 
  
“Life will show you  
masks that are worth  
all your carnivals.” 
R.W. Emerson,  
“Illusions,” 
in Conduct of Life. 
 
“Dif-tor heh smusma.” 
(“Live long and prosper”). 
Star Trek,  
“Amok Time.”  
 
“Everything changes  
it is extraordinary how  
everything does change.”  
G. Stein,  
Everybody’s Autobiography. 
 
Heraclitus was right;  
change is real, all right.  
But there is a theos,  
as Parmenides realized,  
an it which changes. 
P. K. Dick,  

 
At 13.0.0.0.0 

’15 Solmōnath 13 Frig’edaeg’ 
the end-that-is-not-end 

disseminated Maria’s flesh and  
exposed her skeletal remains.  

 
The skeleton’s Silver bones  

curled inward, following  
a clockwise spiral— 

with the skull aligned  
along the axis of the ship— 

and proceeded to release  
a “Color o’ Blood”  

stream of smoke, as the bones  
became absorbed and embedded  

in the main deck’s Crystal.  
 

The skeletal coil began  
to migrate within the Crystal  
across the length of the ship, 

giving rise to an Atlantean   
column of smoke that ascended  

toward the Heavens like the trunk  
of the World-Direction Tree 

at the intersection of the Red, 
White, Blue and Black Rivers  

in the Baroque Prophecies  
of Cod’z Poop. 

 
The column of smoke  

seemed to send a signal  
up to the Blue-Red Haze 

that still hovered over the ship  
after our close encounter  
with the third gelatinous  

mound of Consciousness ;  
it eventually dissipated, when  

the bones came to a stop  
by the so-called “Large Collapse”  

of the melted arcade. 
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The Exegesis.  
 
“These contraries  
such unity do hold.” 
W. Shakespeare, 
The Rape of Lucrece. 
 
“Sobriety diminishes,  
discriminates, and says no; 
drunkenness expands,  
unites and says yes.”  
W. James,  
“The Varieties  
of Religious Experience.” 
 
“One must always be drunk.” 
C. Baudelaire,  
“Get Drunk.” 
 
“Enthusiastic Admiration  
is the first Principle  
of Knowledge & its last.”  
W. Blake,  
Annotations to the Works  
of Sir Joshua Reynolds. 
 
“The devil can cite Scripture  
for his purpose.”  
W. Shakespeare, 
The Merchant of Venice. 
 
“And the man said :  
‘This one at last,  
bone of my bones,  
flesh of my flesh,  
this one shall be called  
woman, for from man  
this one was taken.’ ” 
R. Crumb,  
The Book of Genesis  
Illustrated. 
 
“Given! A way a lone 
a last a loved along the /  
riverrun, past Eve  
and Adam’s, from swerve  

Sinbad the Steward,  
claiming his right to act  
as Public Entertainer— 

by virtue of his crossed eyes  
and crooked teeth— 

took a deep Breath  
through his nostrils and  

observed that the distance  
traveled by the bones,  

from the Lens, across the deck, 
  to the “Large Collapse,”  

appeared equal to twice the height  
of the Belvedere from which  

Meade had jumped into the sea…   
and three times the distance  

from the Lens to the spot  
near the drainage slopes 

where Finnegan had jumped ;  
similarly, he suggested  

that the distance traveled  
by the bones measured four times  

the distance from the Lens  
to where Mazüka in her madness  

had tossed herself overboard ;  
and, respectively, five times  

the distance, and seven times  
the distance, from the Lens  

to where Leiningen and Fiat  
had plunged over the side.  

 
No sooner had Sinbad  

concluded his observations  
than he threw his wide- 

brimmed hat into the sea ;  
and like Master Quicken  

in the Hal Deck,  
standing with his legs apart,  
pointing one finger at his rib  

and the other overhead  
at the starry Black sky,  

he uttered the percipient  
remark that the spiral design  

of Maria’s Silver bones  
now ran counter-clockwise ;  

which was quickly confirmed.  
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of shore to bend of bay…” 
James Joyce, 
Finnegans Wake. 
 
“309 miles is the length  
of this field; 120 is its breadth.” 
(The Egyptian Am Duat, 
 “Second Hour.”)  
 
“13…, / 
13…stones, …13 bundles, / 
13..., 13..., / 
13...bundles, 13…bundles, / 
13..., 13..., / 
13…stones, 13…stones, / 
13…stones, 13…stones, / 
13…stones, 13…stones, / 
13…stones, 13...lord stones, / 
13 ended bundles,  
13 higher bundles, / 
13 bundles,  
no score of stones, / 
no single stones,  
no scores of days, / 
no single days, on 4 Lord ; / 
the ninth lord of the night   
wore the headband, / 
and 3 days ago  
the moon had arrived, / 
…is the name of the new / 
month of a score and 9 days; /   
it was on 8 Kiln.” 
Stela I, Cobá (Yucatan);  
from 2000 Years  
of Mayan Literature  
(trans. D. Tedlock.) 
 
“Knetch consulted the oracle  
from the Book of Changes  
by means of the yarrow  
stick ceremony, and met  
with the symbol Yu, which  
signifies ‘The Wanderer,’  
along with the judgment:  
‘Success through humility. 
Salvation comes to the wanderer  

The shift of the remains’  
orientation, from Deasil  

to Widdershins, like the switch  
from positive to negative  

in the Red-Panel Hands  
of Sexiwôman on Nimrud’s Eve  
of Destruction, divided the crew  
and “doubled the Double Talk.” 

 
Measurements were verified : 

 from the figurehead  
to the Crystal skull rack…  

from the Plumed Shell  
to the Domino recess… 

to the Xibonachi Chandelier…  
from the re-charging station to  

the Sacred Heart… the whirling  
sword… the Burning Deck… 

 
The recurring presence  

of the Vague Number  
and the Majic Number  

occulted in the measurements, 
and the complex array  

of mysterious symmetries  
linked to the Death sites  

for the lost members  
of Engineering,  

compelled a re-examination  
of our heading toward the light.  

 
Then came a great sign :  

seven stars shot across the sky  
to the melodic Sound  

of New Starway Rundown.  
 

 Like the charismatic Lady Tongue,  
whose thick and laughing speech  

dispelled the Wingèd Sphinx’s  
curse over the land  

between Ixt’lan and Eden,  
Captain Anna-O gave the order  

to turn the ship around.  
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through perseverance.’ ” 
H. Hesse,   
Magister Ludi. 
 
“Even people who  
dislike each other,  
if in the same boat,  
will help each other out  
in trouble.” 
Sun Tzu,  
The Art of War. 
 
“Life is the poem.” 
V. Ferrini,  
Hermit of the Clouds. 
 
“Depth must be hidden.  
Where? On the surface.”  
H. von Hofmannsthal,  
Book of Friends. 
 
“As we know, man  
is represented—and then  
merely by certain schematic 
features—only in the scene  
at the bottom of the well :  
there he lies, stretched out  
between a charging bison  
and a rhinoceros that is  
turned the other way.  
Is he dead? Is he asleep?  
Is he feigning a magical  
immobility? Will he come  
back to life?... It seems  
to me that the meaning  
of this obscure drawing  
is nonetheless clear:  
it is the first signature  
of the first painting,  
the mark left modestly  
in a corner, the furtive,  
fearful, indelible trace  
of a man who is for  
the first time born  
of his work, but who also  
feels seriously threatened  

Although there is still general  
agreement that Anna-O’s  

Fateful decision to reverse course 
was correct, the consequences  

of that decision were not good.  
 

The Logik that best explains  
the Mutiny of Woodstock  

Greenwich and Soho  
centers on the phallic pillar  

of seawater that poured from  
the Miraculous Faucet floating  

in mid-air, and pre-supposes  
the exposure of ship and crew  

to ocean’s Lethal content,  
after the weird Weather-event  

that blew the Large Cloud  
of sea-spray our way ;  

indeed, the collision’s impact  
on the ship’s Crystal body  
left a line of demarcation  

that replicates, across the deck 
from bow to stern,  

the coastline of Yonaguni,  
as first seen through  

the eyes of Andrea Diva  
on the S\S ’EASTERLAND in 

Skylock’s 1001 Argunot Poems :  
de-crypted Crystal vision of  

Mythic shores, in conjunction  
with which the Blue-Red Haze, 

suspended overhead like  
a rhizomatic Cloud, seemed to offer 

an unfathomable analog map.  
 

When they later realized,  
with hindsight, that  

Greenwich, Soho and Woodstock  
had been at the front  

of the seawater’s Impact Zone,  
Venus and Tarzan,  

the remaining Intelligence officers  
after Maria’s Death,  

explained that first contact with  
the Faucet’s wind-swept stream cast 
the Mutineers as phantom observers 
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by this work and perhaps  
already struck with death.” 
M. Blanchot,  
“The Birth of Art,”  
in Friendship. 
 
“The dead have become  
ever more distinct for me  
as the voices of the un- 
answered, unresolved  
and unredeemed.” 
C. G. Jung,  
The Red Book. 
 
“So shalt thou feed on Death,  
that feeds on men, /  
And Death once dead,  
there’s no more dying then.” 
W. Shakespeare,  
Sonnet 146. 
 
“I do not believe that  
Shakespeare can be set  
alongside any other poet.  
Was he perhaps a creator  
of language rather than  
a poet? I could only stare  
in wonder at Shakespeare;  
never do anything with him.  
I am deeply suspicious  
of most of Shakespeare’s  
admirers. The misfortune is,  
I believe, that he stands  
by himself, at least  
in the culture of the west,  
so that one can only  
place him by placing him  
wrongly. It is not as though  
Shakespeare portrayed  
human types well and  
were in that respect true to  
life. He is not true to life… 
‘Beethoven’s great heart’ –  
nobody could speak of 
‘Shakespeare’s great heart.’  
‘The supple hand that created  

of the 16 “Trump-card” landmarks 
on a Poematic seaboard that was 

always, already sealing their Fate— 
from the Rainbow Wheel of Cope,  

above the Lost Tower of Pay,  
by the Hanging Gardens of Même  

at the foot of Mount Persepolis, 
Hill of the Hierophant… to  

the Lover’s Leap on either side  
of the Giza-Rider Abyss…  

to the Clashing Rocks of Justice  
and Judgment, and the Column  

of Aha the Big-Nosed Hermit  
 from New Yazidi.  

 
It was Captain Anna-O’s order  

to turn about,  
after the Deaths of Maria…  

Leiningen, Mazüka, Finnegan,  
Fiat, Meade… that set  

Greenwich, Soho, Woodstock…  
on their own Death-track ;   
the 180-degree change of  
direction—that would put  

the light on the horizon  
behind us—revealed itself  

to be more over-determined  
than imagined, multiplying  

the physical quanta  
whose continued observation  

and measurement  
pointed the whole crew  

to the figure of STUPID  
writ large.  

 
The doubts, mysteries, uncertainties  

raised by the unfolding spectacle  
of Death’s encryption of the hull  

were compounded by snafu  
conditions at sea that justified  

my decision, as Navigator,  
to engage Automatic Pilot as soon  

as the U-turn was ordered ;  
we were sailing into  

three separate headwinds— 
 1) a mild, fair Yin wind  
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new natural linguistic forms’  
would seem to me nearer  
the mark. A poet can not  
really say of himself  
‘I sing as the birds sing’ –  
but perhaps Shakespeare 
could have said this  
of himself.”  
L. Wittgenstein, 
Culture and Value  
 
“Shahrazad had read books  
and histories, accounts  
of past kings and stories  
of earlier peoples, having  
collected, it was said,  
a thousand volumes of these 
covering peoples, kings  
and poets.”  
The Arabian Nights:  
Tales of 1,001 Nights. 
 
“The artistic problem  
is to objectify the mythic  
plane satisfactorily—so that  
it produces those benefits  
of therapeutic catharsis,  
social bonding and  
psychological renewal— 
without becoming  
unintelligible, and without  
spoiling the audience  
for adaptive, practical life  
on the realistic plane.” 
T. Hughes,  
Shakespeare  
and the Goddess 
of Complete Being. 
 
“Is it tomorrow  
or just the end of time?”  
J. Hendrix,  
“Purple Haze.”  
 
And we sit here… 
there in the arena…”  

at Two O’Clock,  
like the Ishmael,  

the Lemuel or the Sam,  
that filled the flying jib,  
the jib and the stunsail, 

          2) a hot, high Yang wind 
at Ten O’Clock,  

like the Oxib’ Xk’ub’,  
that engaged the Central and  
Left-Hand papyrus columns 

3) a cold, light wind  
at Twelve O’Clock,  

like the Shariahr, that made  
the flying buttresses shiver— 

three headwinds that  
blew concurrently against  

a violent Icy tailwind,  
like the Kain  

in B’alam and Laman’s  
Abridged Explorations  

of the Pyramid Wilderness. 
 

Together they formed a fourfold 
Crosswind force field,  

whose epicenter was located  
behind the foremast  

(above the radar, the Application  
gallery, the hydopath, and  

 the stratacaster) and seemed  
to correspond to the nexus  

of “S\he-who-Weeps,  
S\he-Who-Praises,  
S\he-Who Mourns,  

S\he-Who-Wails”  
in Wa-Wa’s Orientalist Guide  

to Majical Thinking. 
 

Moreover, in combination  
with the churning, rising waters  

of a larboard current  
that carried us forward, and  

an equally strong starboard current  
that pushed us back, the Ecologic  

forces acting on the ship— 
winds-plus-currents  

as a Synergetic Whole greater- 
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E. Pound,   
Cantos, IV.  
 
“The man who’s careful  
when he borrows /  
Has but few cares  
and fewer sorrows; /  
Trust not the men,  
they are not true, /  
Who’d sign your bond  
and lend to you.” 
S. Brant,  
The Ship of Fools.  
  
“What defines industrial  
art is not mechanical  
reproduction but the internalized 
relation with money…  
Money is the obverse  
of all the images  
that the cinema shows and  
sets in place, so that films  
about money are already,  
if implicitly, films within  
the film or about the film.”  
G. Deleuze,  
Cinema 2. 
 
“What an uproar  
the light brings!” 
Goethe,  
Faust, Part II. 
 
“The strange, upheaving, 
lifting tendency  
of the taffrail breeze  
filling the hollows  
of so many sails,  
made the buoyant,  
hovering deck to feel  
like air beneath the feet;  
while still she rushed along,  
as if two antagonistic  
influences were struggling  
in her—one to mount direct  
to heaven, the other  

than-the-sum-of-its-parts— 
suggested the outline  

of a Peace Symbol, facing  
backward as seen from above,  

but forward as seen from  
the luminescence on the horizon,   

that marked the ship  
as we advanced, and framed  

Ko-Gunome, Spirit of the Keel,  
as “crucified” Hanged Man  

at 12 Manik’ 1 Tox  
on the Jefferson Plane 

of the Zodiac cycle.  
  

 (I am saying what  
I believe on the basis  

of Article 184  
in the Episcopal Charter  

from the Navigation Plates 
of ’Istorian-Prophetess 

the Marquise of O…  
and what is,  

I, Navigator,  
see with certainty,  

and what is not  
I will do, if I must,  

because since that time  
I have felt the Void,  

but I refuse to throw myself  
into the Void, even if,  

between a Blue-Red Haze  
that hovered overhead  

and a collective “Big Fart”  
that still haunts the ship, 

I was fooled by a Powerful  
Illusion in all I saw…  

and, while I thought  
I refused FIRST FACT,  

I know now  
I was refusing the Void,  

because I understand  
that FIRST FACT  

is not, and I know HOW  
it is not… and what  

I have suffered from,  
since opting for Automatic Pilot,  
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to drive yawingly  
to some horizontal goal.”  
H. Melville,  
Moby Dick,  
“The Spirit-Spout.” 
 
“The long wake shone  
ever white behind them,  
like some / track seen  
dwindling away  
across the green savannah.”  
Apollonius of Rhodes,  
Argonautika,  
Book I. 
 
“Behold I have dreamed  
a dream; or, in other words,  
I have seen a vision…”  
The Book of Mormon,  
1 Nephi 7. 
 
“Even sleeping men are  
doing the world’s business  
and helping it along.” 
Herakleitos,   
Fragments. 
 
“The Sphinx knows everything,  
the Centaur feels everything.” 
H. D.   
Notes on Thought 
and Vision. 
 
The Holy Spirit is in time,  
and moving: retrograde.” 
P. K. Dick,  
The Exegesis. 
 
“O, ‘Tis most sweet /  
When in one line  
two crafts directly meet.”  
W. Shakespeare,  
Hamlet. 
 
“Poetry makes nothing happen.” 
W. H. Auden, 

is to have denied the Void, 
the Void always already within me…  

within Woodstock, Greenwich  
and Soho… within the Dead  
of Engineering, whose place  
they were ordered to take…  

within Möbius, for whose  
Dormant body they chanted— 
all of them, spirit companions  

meant to enlighten me  
in the way(s) of the Void,  

and who I refused  
to be enlightened by,  

until the Mutiny of the Void  
played itself out,  

as in the Memory Theater  
of Arnaut… from password,  

to printer, to remote control.)  
 

The Silver seas  
were dim and dull  

on our curved and narrow  
path, as we veered  

through starboard Shadows,  
keel to breakers,  

struggling through one wave,  
as the next one tossed us  

backward half as far  
as we progressed, the lights  

holding steady, the arras  
in the booby hatch swaying  

to and fro, and the pendulum  
on the quarterdeck leaning  

sideways, as on the ARGOT,  
when Blimey braved  

Deukalion’s Flood  
after the Amazon campaign,  

in Kulchur’s Book On Useless 
Books, Useless Study, and  

Useless Wishing ; we came into  
a Whirlwind at 45 degrees,  

the sky opened wide,  
and the parking space split open— 

as on the KISMET,  
in Orphic’s Tale of the Tribe,  

when the angels stepped aside— 
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“In Memory of W. B. Yeats.” 
 
“…Let it be.” 
W. Shakespeare,  
Hamlet. 
 
“Know the masculine,  
hold to the feminine /  
Be the watercourse  
of the world.” 
Lao-Tse,  
Tai Te Ching, 28. 
 
“The silvery water glazes  
the upturned nipple…” 
E. Pound,   
Cantos, III. 
 
“…I tried to demonstrate  
that justice, in the most  
un-heard-of sense  
of the word, was un-  
deconstructible itself,  
thus another name  
of deconstruction  
(de-construction?  
deconstruction is justice).”  
J. Derrida,  
“The Time is Out of Joint.”  

and we found ourselves sailing  
parallel to the luminous horizon ;  

our new heading drew closer  
as we glided on a Cord—  

like the Aether Rod that guided  
King Tahiti on the WÜRM  

across the Great Middle Sea,  
“from Troynovant to Botany Bay” 

—through the Fiery Arabesques  
of sparkling water that resisted  

our will to change,  
to go on despite all… 

until our wake was Arrow-straight,  
the light behind us  

at last—and there was Silence,  
pre-historic and hyper-real,  

returning us to ourselves 
 like the Skin of Nail  

on the Celestial Bodies  
of the AM-DUAT’s crew,  
as per Bru-nel and Mo-rel 

in The Medīan Days  
Before The Long Count… 
deep and beautiful Silence.  

 
Then a burst of Sound,  

like the Duquesne Whistle  
cut short, plunged us all  

into dreamtime.  

 
 
 

[An earlier version of  “Ship of State (Part 1)” first appeared in Cough 8, 
with the dedication “For Will.”] 


